Mission
The Buckeye Biochemistry Program is a student organization whose primary purpose is to promote the advancement of its members in and out of the classroom. The committee will speak on behalf of its members, organize academic, career and social events and strive to improve the overall graduate experience within the Ohio State Biochemistry Program. The student organization will serve as an opportunity for our interdisciplinary students to connect and forge networks for personal and career interactions.

Contact Info
President – Tracy Roach
roach.211@osu.edu

Demographic
+80 graduate students and 80 faculty who all share the desire to promote the study and understanding of biochemistry

Organization Goals
(1) Outreach programs in Columbus inner city middle schools to promote science through interactive experiments
(2) Social events to foster inclusive community among club members and collaborate with interdisciplinary grad program
(3) Career building opportunities to develop the skills of student researchers in the graduate program

The Buckeye Biochemistry Program is seeking student/industry interactions that will help graduate student researchers discover career opportunities in industry and guidance on how to write competitive resumes for job applications.

Website
http://u.osu.edu/buckeyebiochemistryclub/